THE CURRICULUM The Geography Department offers both a Bachelor of Science and a Bachelor of Arts degree. The department specializes in three main areas:

- Cultural and Historical Geography
- Resource Management and Development
- Urban and Transportation Geography

THE FIELD OF GEOGRAPHY OFFERS MANY REWARDING CAREER AND TRAVEL OPPORTUNITIES, STEMMING FROM ITS CENTRAL POSITION IN THE SOCIAL AND PHYSICAL SCIENCES. Geography’s integrative nature is seen through its extensive ties to other fields such as anthropology, biology, botany, business, demography, economics, environmental conservation, geology, history, political science, and sociology. Because of this diversity, students of geography find themselves in constant contact with faculty and fellow students who represent the entire spectrum of scholarly and applied pursuits.

Visit our website at http://geog.okstate.edu
OPPORTUNITIES FOR GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS

• The Geography Mentors Program
• GIS Certification Program
• Study Abroad
• OSU Cartography Services
  - Provides complete cartographic support for the Department of Geography and OSU campus
• Center for the Application of Remote Sensing
  - CARS provides research in the areas of remote sensing and geographic information systems
• Geography Club

3+3 LAW OPTION ALLOWS FOR EARLY ADMISSION

• Complete bachelors and law degree in six years instead of seven
• Works at all Oklahoma law schools and others that offer early admission opportunities

CAREERS Geography is an especially attractive major for liberal arts students. Its body of theory and methodologies provide analytic techniques applicable to a wide range of occupations.

OUR GRADUATES’ CAREERS

• Geographic Information Systems
• Urban Planning and Historical Preservation
• Resource Management
• Cartographer
• Geoscientist
• Air Pollution Specialist
• Aerial Photo Interpreter
• Airlines Researcher
• Director of Planning and Zoning
• Remote Sensing Analyst
• Transportation Planner
• Forestry Technician
• Hazardous Waste Planner
• Traffic Manager/Route Delivery Manager

COURSES A geography degree is designed to prepare students for a complex and constantly changing future through diverse course offerings in world regions, traditional topical areas such as political, urban and economic geography, and courses on unique topics such as geography of sport, outdoor recreation, and global environmental change. Completing these topics is a core of courses in computer and quantitative techniques that are necessary for geographic research today.

Visit our Finish-in-Four Plans at http://casstudents.okstate.edu/finish-in-four-plans